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Exhaustive reporting makes 
compiling and writing 
headlines, stories and captions 
easier for the writer and more 
interesting for the readers.”“



Attend the event!
PHOTOS AND STORIES TAKE THE READER TO THE ACTIVITY OR 
EVENT.

Attend the activity or event: First-hand observation can help you bring 
readers into the same experience you have had. Look, don’t just see. Listen, 
don’t just hear. Record the ways in which you see others act and react.

Arrive early and stay late: Some of the most exciting angles of coverage of 
an activity or event come from behind-the-scenes.



Ask Questions: While in attendance, consider everyone else a potential source. When 
looking for story specifics, seek out information that is new or different. How did the 
event differ from last year? In what different ways did the participants experience the 
activity or event?

Emphasize details: More details will give your story credibility and interest. Isolate 
and include details that are colorful and not obvious. Sharp details take readers to the 
activity or event with sights, sounds, smells, textures, tastes and emotions.

Include the five W’s and H: Fundamental to professional journalism, the who, what, 
when, where, why and how also provide the foundation for the yearbook information 
gathering. However, don’t simply ask six questions; rather formulate a lengthy list of 
questions based on the five W’s and H.



Carefully plan what your 
readers will want and need to 
know before you begin the 
information-gathering 
process.”“



Research BEFORE the interview:
Do your research!!!

If possible, find out the basic 5 W’s before you start formal 
interviews.

If possible, research your topic online and gather any 
information you might need (make sure you write down 
the source from where you received information)
● Use local newspaper or media outlets 
● Use previous yearbooks to see how the event has 

been covered in the past-- AND don’t cover it that 
way



Vocabulary
POLLS: Provide substantial statistics with 10 percent audience feedback. Poll results are reported in 
percentages and often times become illustrated bar graphs, pie charts or other infographic 
presentations.

SURVEYS: Yield insights (however, with less validity than a poll) with only a 10-person approach. 
Survey results are reported as “__ out of 10.” They can be used in quick-read fact boxes or as 
transitional material in traditionally written stories.

ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEWS: Provide first-hand, one-of-a-kind information. Select the right 
sources with varied perspectives of the activity or event and prepare questions for each specific source 
to solicit their unique insights. Take complete and accurate notes. Consider conducting one-on-one 
interviews as a part of focus groups.



A new way to complete a poll

Stockbridge High School Adviser: Elizabeth Cyr



Informal interviews
Use background research material, polls and 
surveys and one-on- one interviews serve as a 
way to capture the action, reaction and emotion 
in words. 



Ask all the right 
people all the 
right way.”“



Who to Interview:
Make a list of people involved who you could potentially 

interview.
● Students involved or affected
● Parents involved or affected
● Teachers involved or affected
● Neutral experts! (A nutritionist, a college professor, a 

doctor, a politician, a business manager… somebody who 
is an “expert” on your topic, but isn’t directly related to or 
featured in your story)



Choose people to interview that are closely 
associated with or directly involved in the 
activity.

Select individuals that have a different 
viewpoint on the activity.



You can never 
interview too many 
people. The more 
perspectives you have 
the better.”“



When to Interview
Your best interviews will happen IN PERSON and when 
you’re not rushed for time.

● Only conduct phone or email interviews if necessary
● Interview teachers before or after school, not during class
● If you want to interview a person for your story, and they 

cannot schedule an interview until after your deadline, 
FIND ANOTHER PERSON unless they’re absolutely vital 
to the story and you have special permission.



Forming Questions
Personalize questions for each source

Multiple choice: For polls and surveys, the multiple choice question 
provides great opportunity for infographics. Make sure that there is a 
choice for every participant in the answer set. Example: Select your favorite 
part of being on the volleyball team: a.) working hard at practice b.) being 
part of a team c.) winning games d.) making new friends e.) all of the above
Rating: Questions using a number scale or priority ranking also can 
provide statistical insights. Example: On a scale of 1-10, one being horrible 
and 10 being the best experience of your life, how would you rate this 
volleyball season?



Closed-ended questions: Yes/no and other short answer questions can 
give you information that is vital to telling the story. Example: Did you play 
volleyball before this year?
Open-ended questions: “Essay” questions can give your sources an 
opportunity to tell a story, give their opinions, express reactions. Example: 
Tell me about how you prepared for each volleyball game.
Follow-up questions: These are questions that you may not have 
considered when making your list, but which surface during the interview. 
Often, these impromptu questions provide great material for the story. 
Example: Tell me more about the pre-game ritual you just mentioned.



Some good question stems:
What was going through your mind when…
What’s your favorite/least favorite part about…
What motivated/inspired you to…
What’s your best piece of advice for…
Can you describe that day/event in detail…
If you could re-live this event, what would you do 

differently?
How did you feel when…
What would you want readers to know?



If you have a photo
•Who is in the photo with you?

•What are you doing in this photo?

•What was it like to be at the top of the roller coaster?

•When did you go?

•Why did you go?

•Be ready to ask more questions or ask them to expand / tell 
you more about this



Stuck? 
Use Jostens Digital Classroom Story Starters





Carefully worded 
questions often result in 
storytelling quotes.”“



Taking notes
Take complete, accurate notes. That’s the only way you can be sure that 
you are quoting your sources accurately.

Use the same notebook consistently as it will become second nature to 
write on the lines without having to look down at it. This will enable you 
to have greater eye contact with your source.



Always have extra pencils or pens with you.

Write your questions on one sheet and record your answers on another to 
allow for “follow-up questions and answers.”

Read your notes as soon as you complete the interview to make sure you 
fully understand the information and can add any additional insights while 
it is fresh in your mind.



Approaching the source
•Always identify yourself and the purpose of the interview.

•Give them a good, firm, handshake (with eye contact).

•Give the source an idea of how long the interview will take 
and keep it as short as possible.

•Make eye contact and give the source your full attention, 
even when taking notes.



Your interview
•Your interview should feel more like a 
conversation

•Bring the photo with you to the interview

•Get to know your subject

•Become friends





•Start with the easy questions– make them feel 
comfortable

•Ask them to spell their name– even if you think it is the 
easiest name ever

•Listen to your subject, have follow up questions to their 
answers to have a better understanding– You DON’T 
have to go in the order of the questions you wrote



Give your  interviewee plenty of time to 
respond.

Capture reaction and opinion- Direct quotes, 
the source's exact words, are how you can use 
editorialized or opinion statements.



Don’t hesitate to as a source to slow down or repeat a 
statement so you can get it down accurately. 

Take complete and accurate notes and be sure you 
understand the information and insights.

Confirm name spelling and grade.

Confirm information. 



To end the interview
•ALWAYS ask if there is anything else they would like to share 
with you

•Get the source’s phone number or email for any 
follow up questions that might come up when writing the 
story.

•Thank the source for spending time and sharing 
information. If the source is an administrator, coach or 
teacher, a written thank you note is appropriate.



DO NOT:
DO NOT only stick to your list of questions! If you think of 

another question during the interview that goes along 
with what your source is saying, ask it! This will happen 
frequently and usually the best quotes come from asking 
these on-the-fly questions.

DO NOT ask “touchy” or negatively worded questions… 
make sure everything is worded in a friendly, 
non-confrontational way

DO NOT stop interviewing if you’re getting lame quotes.
DO NOT act unprofessionally or interrupt a class.



Not all interviews 
produce great 
responses.”“



Quote Accuracy
Take detailed notes during the interview
If you have a recorder (you can use your phone! 

stroycorp-- also has interview questions), record the 
interview so you’re not writing as furiously. Then you 
can go back and write down direct quotes… and they’ll 
never be wrong!

If you’re unsure whether or not you wrote down a quote 
correctly, ask the person you interviewed to confirm it.

At the interview ask them to repeat something if you 
needed



NEVER EVER MAKE UP A QUOTE EVER. EVER. 
NEVER. NEVER EVER NEVER. DON’T DO THIS.



After the Interview
Your biggest problem after you finish interviewing should 
be that you have too many awesome quotes to use and you 
couldn’t possibly fit them all in your story.

If you have:
Lame quotes (“The band did good.” or “I love Monster.”)
Missing information
Only one perspective covered

YOU NEED TO GO DO MORE INTERVIEWING.



We have conditioned our 
readers to believe that we are 
not interested in their personal 
stories and opinions, but rather 
in “getting a quote.”“



How so? We go to them and ask for a quote or sometimes even 
make up the quote for them and ask them to endorse it. We 
ask them what we want to know and not necessarily what they 
want to say. Change their perception by making it all about 
them.



People buy yearbooks for the content 
– the photos and stories. If that 
coverage is outdated, has been seen 
before, has been covered the same 
way a hundred times before, people 
lose interest in the book.“



Digital Classroom!
1. As a staff create questions that connect to your theme.

2. Interview 20 individuals who you don’t already know. Choose two male and two 
females from each grade level and two male and two female adults. First explain to 
them that you are doing a survey project for one of your classes (Don’t tell them 
specifically it is yearbook because that might bias their answers). Ask them if they 
have answered the question for anyone else. If not, then ask your question.

3. After you have collected and compiled the answers to the question, as a staff 
create a top 10 list of the most popular responses. Use these responses to plan 
content for each and every spread in the yearbook. Use the list to plan both 
photographs and stories.



4. Now, compose three storytelling-evoking questions for each of the 10 responses. 
Ask the right questions and your chances of getting the right answers are greatly 
improved. It’s usually easy to get the who, what, when and where answers, but to get 
the how and why stories is more challenging and yet much more interesting. 
However, always ask the short answer questions to get those all-important facts and 
figures.

5. The ways in which you word your questions can make a big difference in the 
responses you get. Try using “Describe for me…” and “Tell me about…” as ways to 
start your questions. These two phrases really ask for a story rather than just a 
quote. 



Another assignment!
Information gathering needs to become second nature, incorporating good 
interviewing habits. What better way to hone your questioning skills than to 
practice them every day?

Engage the entire staff on a daily basis to collect invaluable content for the 
yearbook. Require everyone to ask at least three questions of at least one 
student from each grade level. This will result in more diversity of sources and 
more information than you could possibly use.



To get a meaningful answer, you must design a deserving set of questions including 
an objective question, a subjective question and be prepared for a follow-up 
question.

● Refer to your ladder weekly to determine what content questions would benefit 
staff members focusing on spreads that are in production.

● Brainstorm, write and edit a question each day that has relevance for your 
readers and a significant place in yearbook coverage.

● When assigning the question of the day, discuss the kind of information and 
insights you desire. Explain the value and importance to the story of asking 
natural follow-up questions when interview subjects share interesting initial 
responses.



 Design objective questions to get important facts and figures. Construct subjective questions so 
each encourages a conversation on the topic. Consider beginning questions with “Describe for 
me” or “Tell me about” to encourage storytelling. Follow-up questions will naturally follow your 
subject’s story.

● Seek out a source from each grade level to respond to your question. Remember that all 
interviews don’t produce great responses. You may have to ask several sources to get what 
you want.

● Introduce yourself and explain that you are interviewing for potential yearbook content. 
Take complete and accurate notes. Be sure to get the correct spelling of the name and 
grade classification. Always ask permission for a follow-up interview and express your 
appreciation for their time and information.

●  File the Question of the Day responses in the spread folder for immediate use or future 
reference.





Want to practice?
•Find a photo of you doing something on 
your phone



•Find a new person

•Look at the other person’s photo

•Write down at least 10 OPEN-ENDED 
questions for this person’s photo



● You should practice interviews for stories 
OR for longer captions

● Get as much information as you can so 
you can understand the story better 

● Make sure you write down direct quotes


